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Addicted Zane
Follows the adventures of sisters Harmony, Bryce, and
Lucinda (a.k.a. Lucky) Whitfield as they deal will family,
friends, lovers, and enemies.
Struggling with a split personality that renders her shy and
repressed on one side and promiscuous and brazen on the
other, Jonquinette seeks psychiatric counseling, but her
progress is impeded by her alter ego's determination to
survive.
New York Times bestselling author Zane presents her legion
of fans an ebook sampler featuring excerpts from a select list
of some of her bestselling titles.
The weekly source of African American political and
entertainment news.
New in the ever-popular, titillating anthology series, erotic
short stories written and handpicked by New York Times
bestselling author Zane. Zane Presents serves up its eighth
Eroticanoir.com anthology, an impressive compilation of short
stories by twenty-five up-and-coming writers of erotica plus
Zane, who dishes out a tale about a town that once visited
will leave memories that last forever. Busy Bodies is filled with
erotic escapes and sexy scenarios. From the student in a
faraway place who encounters a mysterious man with a
supernatural attraction, to a boyfriend who gives his girlfriend
a birthday surprise she never saw coming, this diverse
collection of stories is an express train to all points of passion
and pleasure. Get on board and get busy.
Steamy, sensual and poetically hypnotic, Missionary No
More: Purple Panties 2 is the follow-up to the bestseller
Purple Panties. No one can debate the fact that Zane knows
sex. The Queen of Erotic Fiction has hit home run after home
run in the literary arena with her literary offerings. Now comes
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the latest, a collection of lesbian erotica that will have readers
squirming on the edge of their seats, curling up beneath the
sheets, and fantasizing about the possibilities. Including such
stories as "The Namma's Nectar," "Coast to Coast" and "She
Loved a Girl," Missionary No More gives an insight into a
world where love and lust have no boundaries. Come take a
journey through the eyes of several women who have one
thing in common: an appreciation for female sensuality.
An anthology of twenty-five African-American erotic short
stories, collected by the owner of the popular Eroticanoir.com
website, includes pieces by such contributors as Ife Ayodele,
Reese Williams, and Sha'ron Jai. Original. 50,000 first
printing.
Combining humor and compassion, a debut novel--originally
self-published--explores one man's convoluted relationships
with the women in his life--colleagues, love interests, friends,
and sisters--and how interconnected they all are. 30,000 first
printing. Tour.

Sometimes romantic, sometimes raw, New York
Times bestselling author Zane presents three novels
of intoxicating sensuality. The Sex Chronicles With a
unique ability to tell it like it is—and also to tell it like it
could be in your wildest dreams—Zane crafts stories
about everyone from the sensual housewife who
wants her husband to experiment more to a secret
underground sorority of women that organizes some
rather unconventional social events. By turns tender
and outrageous, The Sex Chronicles is a pleasure
from beginning to end. Nervous Jonquinette has
always been nervous around men, but on the
weekends her alter ego, Jude, goes on intense
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sexual escapades. When Jonquinette seeks the help
of Dr. Marcella Spencer, the psychiatrist Zane
originated in her bestselling novel Addicted, Jude's
response is to go on a sexual rampage. In the
meantime, Jonquinette becomes interested in her
new neighbor, Mason, but Jude has no intention of
letting Jonquinette fall in love—not when Jude's
having so much fun. Based on a short story of the
same title from her bestselling collection The Sex
Chronicles, Nervous is classic Zane with an edge.
So, relax, sit back. You're in for a nerve-tingling read.
Skyscraper Most corporations hand out bonus
checks or gift certificates for Christmas, but Wolfe
Industries hands out drama. Skyscraper chronicles
the week before the annual Christmas party at Wolfe
Industries, an African American-owned automobile
manufacturer. The week leading up to the Wolfe
Industries annual Christmas party is unforgettable,
as the lives of four people who have barely
interacted with one another in the past begin to cross
paths in the most disturbing ways. By the time the
party is over, they will be lucky if the skyscraper is
still standing.
Dear G-Spot is New York Times bestselling author
Zane's long-awaited guide to what she knows better
than anyone else: love and sex. Dear G-Spot
includes real letters from real people, both women
and men, who have sought Zane's advice over the
years -- the preacher's wife worrying about being
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judged, the virgin, the guy next door, the gay man
next door, the woman with low self-esteem, and the
other woman with a sex drive over the moon. In her
own uniquely can-did and humorous way, Zane
answers all your questions -- even questions you
never thought to ask -- about making whoopee.
Chronicles the sexual escapades and adventures of
the women of a sorority dedicated to sexual freedom
and fulfillment.
Three prolific authors bring truth to the title of this
heart-wrenching book, Love Is Never Painless, with
a collection of novellas that explores the deeper side
of love -- the side rarely explored in love stories. In
Eileen M. Johnson's "How the Other Half Lives,"
longtime friends Jamellah and Fernecia are having
trouble with the men in their lives. And as their
worlds seem to crumble, they must count on their
friendship to keep it together. In "Love Is 2 Blame,"
by V. Anthony Rivers, Malcolm is devastated after
his two-year relationship with Shaylisa ends. And
trying to move on will not be easy -- but the lovely
Zahara may be the perfect woman to show Malcolm
what true love is all about. In Zane's "Staring Evil in
the Face," Robier has everything: a successful
career, beautiful children, and the woman of his
dreams. Having loved Tiphanie since college, he is
determined to keep his marital vows -- until Tiphanie
is involved in a horrible car accident that changes
the entire course of their lives. From nervous
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breakdowns to drug addiction, in Love Is Never
Painless, Zane, Johnson, and Rivers have penned
powerful stories that not only will have readers
talking, but will bring a new perspective to their own
relationships.
"Hot Box" is a baseball drill that can be played with
three or more players and two to four bases. The
players take turns being fielders and runners,
ultimately trying to tag the rest of the players out. In
The Hot Box, best friends Milena and Lydia are
playing the game with Jacour, Yosef, Glenn, and
Phil. The only problem: the men do not realize that
they are playing. Milena lives a sheltered and dismal
existence and has not allowed a man to touch her
body in eight years . . . until now. Lydia dreams of
getting away from small-town America but, until she
can make that happen, she is prepared to do
whatever it takes to continue to have her bills paid . .
. on time. Good sex always does the trick. Two
women. Four men. Two love triangles. Reading has
never been this hot because, once again, Zane is
taking you outside the box.
From the New York Times bestselling Queen of
Erotica comes a novel about a testy love affair
between a woman who’s had enough and a man
who’s had it all. Jemistry Daniels, the beautiful,
intelligent, six-figures-a-year high school principal,
suffered through one bad relationship after another.
No wonder she adopted the “friends with benefits”
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mentality when it came to men. For Jemistry, there
was to be no “catching feelings.” Her biggest
mistake would be to open her heart again. When Dr.
Tevin Harris meets Jemistry at a poetry reading in a
café, he knows from her confessional writing that her
past with men has been difficult. The prominent
vascular surgeon, who has been only casually dating
for years, is attracted to the embittered Jemistry
nonetheless. With a little persistence, Tevin
convinces Jemistry to go out with him. She has
baggage, but so does he. What about his divorce?
Despite their respective pasts, Jemistry and Tevin’s
chemistry is right and the relationship takes off, but
not without bumps in the road. When Jemistry
encounters her new beau in a compromising position
with her bisexual best friend, what follows is an
intense, sensuous, and unforgettable drama with
surprises around every turn.
He's an arrogant, worldly entrepreneur who always
gets what he wants. And what he wants is for
Genevieve to spend the next ninety days submitting
to his every desire… The dark sensual tale of love
and obsession that has become a classic the world
over.
Zane, the New York Times bestselling author and
Queen of Erotic Fiction, brings a new collection of
lesbian erotica that will blow the sheets off beds
everywhere. What happens when "The Finest Man"
you have ever laid eyes on is a woman? What
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happens when a woman comes home to her man
after a hard day's work with "Lipstick on Her Collar?"
What happens when a married woman runs across
the love of her life -- another woman -- who insists
that "It's All or Nothing?" Is there such a thing as
playing too "Hard to Get?" What happens when
"Mom's Night Out" turns into group sex? What
happens when you discover your true sexuality "At
Last?" All of these questions and more are answered
within the pages of Purple Panties. Written by
women from all over the world, here is a new level of
lesbian erotica, compiled by Zane, that promises the
most exciting and steamy reading experience
possible. These stories move beyond race, age, and
all walks of life, including long-hidden passions,
secret rendezvous with strangers, and MayDecember romances. With Zane's ever-growing
popularity, and the need for increasingly quality
erotica, Purple Panties will satisfy a long-standing
demand for African-American lesbian literature. In
the tradition of such successful erotica anthologies
as Chocolate Flava and Caramel Flava, Purple
Panties uncovers a new world of evocative risktaking that has never been explored before from a
lesbian perspective. The adventures in these stories
are beyond everyone's wildest imaginations. *Note:
Purple Panties the podcast (based on the book and
created by Zane) is now on Stitcher Premium. For
more information and a month of Stitcher Premium,
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visit PurplePantiesPodcast.com and use promo code
PURPLE.
Drifting from relationship to relationship in his work
as a killer for hire, Gideon interacts with a range of
con artists, prostitutes, and broken-hearted clients
while passing time with three very different women,
each of whom wishes to capture his heart. By the
author of Chasing Destiny. 150,000 first printing.
The New York Times bestseller Adapted into a major
motion picture distributed through Lionsgate From
the Queen of Erotica, Addicted tells the provocative
story of one married woman’s struggle to deal with
the fall-out of her forbidden desires. The world of
Addicted is continued in the New York Times
bestseller Nervous, and Zane’s highly-anticipated
upcoming novel Vengeance, available May 24, 2016.
For successful businesswoman Zoe Reynard, finding
the pleasure she wants, the way she wants it, is not
worth the risk of losing everything she has: a
charmed marriage to her childhood sweetheart, a
thriving company, and three wonderful children. But
Zoe feels helpless in the grip of an overpowering
addiction…to sex. After finding a compassionate
therapist to help her, Zoe finally summons the
courage to tell her torrid story, a tale of guilt and
desire as shocking as it is compelling. From the
sensitive artist with whom she spends stolen hours
on rumpled sheets, to the rough and violent man
who leads her toward destruction, Zoe is desperately
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searching for fulfillment—and, perhaps, something
darker and deeper. As her life spins out of control
and her sexual escapades carry her toward a
dangerous fate, Zoe races to uncover the source of
her “fatal attraction.” Chilling secrets tumble forth
and perilous temptations build toward a climax that
could threaten her sanity, her marriage…and her life.
Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick presents a
gripping yet poignant novel about a 12-year-old boy
and his dog who become trapped in New Orleans
during the horrors of Hurricane Katrina. Zane Dupree
is a charismatic 12-year-old boy of mixed race
visiting a relative in New Orleans when Hurricane
Katrina hits. Unexpectedly separated from all family,
Zane and his dog experience the terror of Katrina's
wind, rain, and horrific flooding. Facing death, they
are rescued from an attic air vent by a kind, elderly
musician and a scrappy young girl--both African
American. The chaos that ensues as storm water
drowns the city, shelter and food vanish, and police
contribute to a dangerous, frightening atmosphere,
creates a page-turning tale that completely
engrosses the reader. Based on the facts of the
worst hurricane disaster in U.S. history, Philbrick
includes the lawlessness and lack of government
support during the disaster as well as the generosity
and courage of those who risked their lives and
safety to help others. Here is an unforgettable novel
of heroism in the face of truly challenging
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circumstances.
From the Queen of Erotica, Zane’s Addicted with a
Twist is the sequel to Addicted, her wildly popular
novel about a married woman whose life spirals out
of control when her three affairs lead her down a
dark and twisted path, now a major motion picture
distributed by Lionsgate. Three years after the end of
Addicted, Zoe and Jason Reynard are still married
and raising their family together. But Zoe has a new
“dirty little secret” that leaves her torn between
being honest with her therapist, Dr. Marcella
Spencer, and her mother—or continuing her forbidden
hotel rendezvous with a man who calls himself
“Orpheus.” Has Zoe truly overcome her sexual
addiction through the strength of her love for her
husband and continued therapy? Or is she still
jeopardizing everything and everyone she holds dear
in order to satisfy her fantasies?
An ebook original short story from the New York
Times bestselling Queen of Erotica about what
explodes when a man and woman—both suffering
marital problems with their respective
partners—coincidentally find themselves involved in a
steamy love affair with each other despite the peril
that looms at home. Amanda is bored with life. She
spends hours a day on Facebook, her parents act
like they are too ancient to enjoy life any longer, and
her military husband, Ralph, is deployed to
Afghanistan. Gideon is not totally content at home
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either. His wife, Nina, is a lifetime overachiever and
a workaholic. She has moved her mother into their
home so she can have a live-in sitter, and Gideon
has fallen to the bottom of her priority list. On Black
Friday 2012, both Amanda and Gideon end up at a
Best Buy to take advantage of the massive price
cuts on electronics. When the store opens its door at
midnight, the potential customers rush the glass
doors and end up in a brawl. Built-up excitement
turns into mass pandemonium as the police show up
in riot gear. Tear gas containers are being tossed
around like lollipops and strangers are beating on
each other like a heavyweight fight at the MGM
Grand in Vegas. Amanda and Gideon both end up in
the skywalk overlooking the madness and, even
though they are complete strangers to each other,
the adrenaline rush overwhelms them and they
discover quick ecstasy among the chaos. After
putting their clothes back on, followed by making
formal introductions, they embark on a sexual
journey together that re-ignites the flames in their
souls. Both are forced to make choices that they
never thought would have to be made; marriages are
placed at risk; heartbreak is inevitable. What starts
out merely as casual sex becomes much more than
mere physical attraction and their lives begin to
unravel. No matter how incredible something wrong
can make one feel, eventually, Everything Fades
Away.
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Sandy Hutchinson has skin so dark and chocolatey
brown that her friends call her "the black Diva." At
the age of thirty-four, she and her three girlfriends
have shared a tight bond since college, and have
been through the ups and disappointing downs of
dating. With high aspirations about careers and love,
they sometimes fall a bit short of their dreams, but
nevertheless are always there for one another to
offer sympathy and support. Sandy wonders if love
will forever elude her, until the day she meets Adrian
Burton, a Trinidadian with caramel skin, naturally
wavy hair, and eyes the color of butterscotch. When
a deadly illness enters their lifes, the strength of their
love will be greatly tested. How do you walk away
from a man that your heart has already claimed for a
lifetime?
Since the 1970s, romance novels have surpassed all
other genres in terms of popularity in the United
States, accounting for half of all mass market
paperbacks sold and driving the digital publishing
revolution. Romance Fiction and American Culture
brings together scholars from the humanities, social
sciences, and publishing to explore American
romance fiction from the late eighteenth to the early
twenty-first century. Essays on interracial,
inspirational, and LGBTQ romance attend to the
diversity of the genre, while new areas of inquiry are
suggested in contextual and interdisciplinary
examinations of romance authorship, readership,
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and publishing history, of pleasure and respectability
in African American romance fiction, and of the
dynamic tension between the genre and second
wave feminism. As it situates romance fiction among
other instances of American love culture, from Civil
War diaries to Bob Dylan’s Blood on the Tracks,
Romance Fiction and American Culture confirms the
complexity and enduring importance of this most
contested of genres.
Brooke Alexander a waitress who has self esteem
issues regarding her lackluster existence and her
fluctuating weight is in love with Patrick Sterling one
of the most prominent attorneys in Washington D.C.
On his good days Patrick is a dream. On his bad
days he is angry and demeaning. Damon Johnson is
one of "the last good men" but his wife treats him like
a trophy husband. When Brooke and Damon's lives
intersect truths unfold...
Next stop, paradise— With the man of her forbidden
fantasies?
Succulent: Chocolate Flava II is a collection of buckwild and choco-holic erotica presented in a series of
mind-blowing tales handpicked by Zane that also
includes three original stories by the queen of erotica
herself. Succulent features twenty-seven tantalizing
short stories to tease and please both him and her.
For couples who want to heat things up or for singles
who want to spark a fire, there are stories written
especially for women, and others are penned
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expressly for men. From a psychic aficionado who
finds more than tarot cards to spread or a ménage à
trois with a fifty-year-old woman, her husband, and
his new girlfriend, to a lucky bachelor who finds
himself with plenty of sexy presents on Christmas -from a promiscuous mother and daughter -- the
authors in this anthology take risks, pushing the
envelope as they explore unique situations sure to
set fire to your fantasies. These sensual stories turn
Zane on and are sure to turn you on, too.
Married to her childhood sweetheart and enjoying
her career as an African-American arts dealer, Zoe
Reynard hides the difficult truth about her
overpowering sex addiction and finds her life
crumbling as she begins working with a
compassionate woman therapist. By the author of It
Is What It Is. Originally in paperback. 20,000 first
printing.
Dating the son of a drug lord was bound to be
complicated. Besides the obvious, Zara’s boyfriend,
Jett, is also an alien, and she’s a half-breed still
coming to terms with what that actually means.
Thrown into a life where the human rules don’t
apply, she meets surprise around every corner. The
world that humans live in is not what it seems. As if
that weren’t bad enough, Jett also has alien
enemies—one’s that are hell bent on making him pay
for what he’s done on his father’s order. But these
enemies aren’t after him. They’ll take their revenge
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on the ones he loves. Caught up in a battle between
the rival families, Zara will finally get to see what
makes Jett a Royal and why she’s acquired a Royal
entourage.
"Mega bestselling author Zane returns to the world of
her hugely popular novels Addicted and Nervous in
this dark and exhilarating follow-up featuring a
beautiful but emotionally damaged pop star
desperate and determined to enact revenge on
those who have caused her to hide behind her fame.
After fleeing from Atlanta years ago following a
traumatic event, Caprice Tatum decides it's time to
return to her roots--only this time, she's coming back
as Wicket, the international pop sensation who's the
very definition of fame and fortune. And while she
may be the perfect diva onstage, offstage she's
desperate to finally lay her past to rest. Her plan?
Revenge. The deeper she worms her way into
Atlanta's most elite circles, the more Caprice
unravels, putting herself and the few people she
trusts at risk, including Jonovan, her childhood crush
whose compassion and allure is almost too hot to
handle. When her father suggests she see a
therapist, Dr. Marcella Spencer, Caprice finally
begins to pick up her pieces and find an innerstrength. But can Caprice truly overcome her past?
Or will it drag her even further into darkness?"-A series of murders in New York City has stymied
the police and FBI alike, and they suspect the culprit
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is a single killer sending an indecipherable message.
But when the two federal agents assigned to the
investigation are taken out, the FBI takes a more
personal interest in the case. Special Agent Ty
Grady is pulled out of undercover work after his case
blows up in his face. He's cocky, abrasive, and
indisputably the best at what he does. But when he's
paired with Special Agent Zane Garrett, it's hate at
first sight. Garrett is the perfect image of an agent:
serious, sober, and focused, which makes their
partnership a classic cliche: total opposites, good
cop-bad cop, the odd couple. They both know
immediately that their partnership will pose more of
an obstacle than the lack of evidence left by the
murderer. Practically before their special assignment
starts, the murderer strikes again - this time at them.
Now on the run, trying to track down a man who has
focused on killing his pursuers, Grady and Garrett
will have to figure out how to work together before
they become two more notches in the murderer's
knife."
Faking it never felt so good in this red-hot new
standalone by New York Times bestselling author K.
Bromberg. Zane Phillips mistook me for his dog
walker. It shouldn’t surprise me that the man with a
suit more expensive than my rent would assume that
I was there to serve him. The positive? I put him in
his place. The negative? I missed my job interview
because of it. Now I find out he’s a rich Australian
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entrepreneur, and he wants to make up for tanking
my interview. Yes, he’s impossibly hot – but he’s
also an arrogant jackass—so . . . no thanks. But after
a little white lie I tell spirals out of control, I’m
somehow offered the chance to playZane’s girlfriend
to help promote his new dating website – and the
best part? He can’t say no because he’ll get caught
in his lie too. Little did I know this would entail
sharing a tour bus with him for the next few months.
The fact that the bus has just onebed isn’t the most
ideal of circumstances, but this spokesperson gig
might be the kick in the pants my career needs, so
why not take a chance? Famous last words. Now
I’m crisscrossing the country–and sharing
thatbed—with the one guy I can’t stand. And even
worse, my traitorous body is wondering at every turn
what it’s like to be downunderthe gorgeous
Australian. But as the miles unfurl, so does our
passion…and if I’m not careful, I might end up
believing that fairytales really do come true.
A collection of over 40 original, sensual and
provocative sexual adventures, this thirteenth
volume of The Mammoth Book of Best New Erotica
offers the very best new work of both deservedly wellknown names and up-and-coming talents. The
previous volume included stories by Peggy Munson;
Elissa Wald; French author Emma Becker; awardwinning SF writer Kij Johnson; an acclaimed crime
author writing as Pat McStone; San Francisco
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photographer Charles Gatewood; and I. J. Miller.
Here you will find an exciting diversity of erotic
writing which explores the full breadth of human
emotional, sensual and sexual experience – vanilla
is emphatically not the only flavour – in stories which
are by turns intriguing, shocking, fascinating and
enchanting.
In the latest romantic romp from New York Times
bestselling author Zane, two hapless lovers get lost
in a dating game gone awry. When Washington,
D.C., chiropractor Yardley Brown goes to his local
bank, it isn't only to make deposits into his account.
He has long since accrued some interest in Rayne
Waters, a bank employee who's too beautiful to be
true -- and too beautiful to be single. At least that's
what Yardley believes, which is why he has never
approached her. Little does he know that Rayne is
anything but taken. Not for want of trying, of course.
But after barely surviving a dating disaster with her
hairdresser's brother and then falling for a member
of her church band who, it turns out, is celibate,
she's on the verge of giving up. That is, until Yardley
-- discouraged by his own slew of dead-end
romances -- finally works up the courage to give her
a try. The true craziness, however, is just beginning,
thanks to a cast of characters who seem bent on
botching the young couple's relationship. There's
Rayne's erratic mother, who constantly boasts about
being a "good whore"; Yardley's playboy buddies,
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always trolling for sex; and, worst of all, past lovers
who make a habit of popping up and ruining things
as only old flames (or previous mistakes) can.
Weaving the carnal and the comical in true Zane
fashion, Rayne and Yardley's struggle to find love in
a world gone mad is a timeless talk about everything
that can go wrong in the dating game -- and a few
things that can go right.
From the Queen of Erotica, a smart, witty, and
extremely sexy collection of short stories—the second
volume to her highly successful Zane’s Sex
Chronicles, the book behind the Cinemax series.
Scenarios run the gamut from committed,
monogamous couples looking to experiment to wild,
single sisters who form a very unconventional
sorority. You’ll meet a high-paid multitasking career
woman who gets her groove back in “When
Opposites Attract.” You’ll take a ride with an
adventurous couple who try something new in “The
Subway—A Quickie.” You’ll discover a new way of
celebrating Christmas in “The Santa Claus.” Spicing
up real-life scenarios with over-the-top sexual
fantasy, Zane gives readers the best time they’ve
ever had between the pages of a book. Zane’s
hottest collection yet, with all-new characters and
settings, these stories are tailored to women—but
perfect for lovers to share.
An eagerly awaited collection of stories dealing with
domestic abuse, edited by the New York Times
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bestselling author Zane. Breaking the Cycle is a
stunning and moving anthology of stories, each of
which focuses on an aspect of domestic abuse. This
powerful collection is sure to serve as a wake-up call
for people either dealing with a domestic abuse
situation, or those watching someone else endure it.
In the title story, Zane describes the turmoil that a
young girl suffers at the hands of her stepfather. The
girl and her mother plan their escape, but at the last
minute the mother falters. In D.V. Bernard's "The
Lonely Echoes of My Youth," readers are introduced
to a young boy raising himself on the fringes of a
drug-infested neigborhood. Nane Quartay's
provocative story, "The Grindstone," describes a boy
who witnesses a brutal murder which will have farreaching effects on him and his family. Tracy PriceThompson weaves a powerful tale in "The Stranger"
when a woman constantly abused by her husband
finds inner strength after a brutal attack. Collen
Dixon's "The Break of Dawn" will keep readers deep
in thought long after they finish reading her story
about a young desperate mother terrifed that her
own daughter will grow up and become victimized
herself. Dywane D. Birch's "Victory Begins With Me"
reflects how one woman has to struggle to get her
life back to normal. Shonda Cheekes' "Silent
Suffering" flips the script when a man finds himself
abused by the female in his life. Newcomer J.L.
Woodson's "God Does Answer Prayers" deals with a
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young boy fighting for his life in a hospital bed, put
there by one of the people who is supposed to love
him the most: a parent. These stories capture the
dangerous realities of domestic abuse, while also
pointing toward the steps that need to be taken to
break the cycle that perpetuates it. It is sure to serve
as a rallying cry for all those who desire victory over
their own victimization, and a guide for
understanding the complex undercurrents that make
such patterns possible.
Hope and Faith: two things that everyone needs to
survive. But the words take on a different meaning in
the form of a set of twins who attend Crockett
University in Washington, D.C. As seniors, they are
looking forward to a bright future in corporate
America. Meanwhile, they have decided to relieve
some of the stress involved in getting a higher
education by being members of APF. Soror Ride 'em
High and Soror Lick 'em Low, originally hail from
Atlanta and, like most twins, they share a
connection. In fact, their physical bond is so strong,
that one can often feel a pounding in her vagina
while the other is engaged in sexual activity. But
everything is not perfect when it comes to being a
twin. Sometimes animosity and jealousy can creep
in; especially when Hope and Faith find themselves
both attracted to the same man on campus. Is blood
really thicker than water? Or, in this case, thicker
than basic carnal desires? In this long-anticipated
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second volume in the APF series, a follow-up to The
Sisters of APF: The Indoctrination of Soror Ride
Dick, New York Times Bestselling Author Zane, once
again proves why she is "The Queen of Erotic
Fiction." Over the years many have tried to emulate
her but Zane's imagination is not to be replicated any
time in the near future. The freak nights of APF are
some of the most artistic, exhilarating, erotic
experiences that have ever graced the pages of a
book; evidenced by the thousands of emails Zane
has received over the years from women yearning to
join the sorority. The sexual revolution
continues...within the pages of Head Bangers: An
APF Sexcapade.
An erotic saga of interoffice romance and highstakes business competition chronicles an eventful
week leading up to the annual Christmas party at
Wolfe Industries, the nation's first African-Americanowned automobile manufacturer. Reprint. 125,000
first printing.
New York Times bestselling author Zane presents a
tantalizing short story collection, Zane's Sex
Chronicles, which is now the basis of the Cinemax
series Zane's Sex Chronicles -- the first urban erotic
series on television. The series calls for a sexual
revolution and brings forth our favorite characters -Patience James aka Zane, Maricruz, Lyric, Eboni,
and Ana Marie -- as a force to be reckoned with as
they balance common day-to-day issues, a slew of
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hot sex, and the fine men in the big city. Learn more
about their backgrounds in this special tie-in edition.
Like the series, Zane's Sex Chronicles is about
empowerment and liberation -- both in and out of the
bedroom. Pleasurable from beginning to end, this
anthology brings together fifteen hunger-inducing
stories from the original bestselling editions of The
Sex Chronicles: Shattering the Myth and Gettin'
Buck Wild: Sex Chronicles II. Zane's Sex Chronicles
weaves together a compilation of bold characters
and provocative stories of passion and intoxicating
eroticism to seduce both men and women.
AddictedA NovelSimon and Schuster
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